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Abstract. Intelligent agent-based systems are regarded as the
promising technology in bridging the gap between the physical world
and cyber-applications. In spite of the rising demands for reusable
information systems; current designs are still insufficient in providing
efficient reusable mechanisms for system design. One of the major
problems hinders the development of information reuse in most
traditional systems is the lack of the autonomous character among
system modules or subsystems. The emergence of agent technology is
able to solve the problem plaguing many traditional systems. Existing
agent design models create an agent as a sole system with built-in
domain-specific capabilities. However, this design pattern causes
several problems while matching and updating agents‟ capabilities due
to the built-in design pattern in these models decreases agents‟
extensibility, flexibility and reusability. In this paper we introduce a
novel design for agent-based systems, which is able to provide an
efficient design pattern for improving the reusability, extensibility and
flexibility of agent design. The novel agent capability design offers an
open and flexible structure; and implements several practical
algorithms that can improve the system performance. An experimental
program based on several practical cases has been developed to
evaluate the performance of the proposed design. The empirical results
reveal the efficiency of the new agent design pattern.
Keywords: Agent Capability Design, Agent Reusability, Domain
Specific Components, Agent Design.
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1.

Introduction

Information reuse has become a key issue for information system designers
in order to reduce information redundancy and system development
expenses. Various systems have implemented reusable mechanisms; agentbased systems are among these systems with fast-growing demands for
information reuse. In this paper we introduce a component- based design for
agent capability reuse, i.e. the Domain Specific Component (DSC) design.
The mechanisms used in this design can be generally applied to various
agent-based systems for capability reuse.
Many existing agent-based systems have been focusing on developing
service-oriented agents or component-based agents for complex problemsolving processes [1, 2, 3, 4]. These systems adopt various mechanisms to
enhance the system reusability and flexibility. However, agent capabilities
developed in these systems are generally integrated to agents and together
form a complete component. This design pattern decreases the flexibility and
reusability of agents. Under the circumstances, this paper proposes a new
mechanism that could efficiently improve the reusability of task-oriented
agents.
Unlike traditional agent design models, the DSC structure design deploys
the novel slot-item structure, which is supported by several practical
algorithms in order to improve the reusability and flexibility. Figure 1 shows
the design pattern for a DSC-based agent. The DSC items are the elements
of agent functionalities. In other words, an agent‟s capabilities are based on
the DSC items that it carries.

Fig. 1. General agent design pattern of DSC-based agents

A centre is deployed in this design to coordinate various agents. This
centre maintains a large DSC warehouse, which enables agents to upgrade
their capabilities through receiving the latest DSC items from the DSC
warehouse. This design incorporates agent-agent communication (through
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the agent-agent connection interface in Figure 1) and centre-agent
communication (through the centre-agent connection interface in Figure 1) to
form a hybrid structure, which combines decentralised and centralised
framework. The performance of the hybrid structure for agent cooperation
has been proven as a superior solution [5].
The DSC-based agent design adopts Beliefs-Desire- Intentions (BDI)
model for agent reasoning as agent capabilities can be formalised in a
framework [6].
A DSC-based agent can efficiently update its capabilities through updating
its DSC items. The DSC-based agents are also efficient for agent matching
since DSC items provide explicit descriptions about agent capabilities. The
retired or dated DSC items are returned to the DSC warehouse; however they
can be reused anytime through plugging back to the agent‟s DSC slots. In
general, the DSC-based agent design is able to improve the efficiency of
agent capability reuse and provide a flexible and upgradeable structure for
integration. This design overcomes the adaptation and integration problems
that plague existing software reuse systems [7, 8]; it provides a predefined
input and output structure to minimise the costs of components
standardisation that plagues many systems [9]. In addition, this design costeffectively recycles dated DSC items rather than eliminating them from
systems.

2.

Related Work

Several mechanisms have been suggested to improve the reuse of
capabilities and tasks in agent-based systems. For instance, the major
mechanisms of describing agent capabilities for information reuse include the
Language for Advertisement and Request for Knowledge Sharing (LARKS),
Agent Capability Description Language (ACDL) [10], and Interface
Communication Language (ICL) [11].
ACDL is introduced to maximise the reuse of agent capabilities over new
application domains. It is based on the Knowledge Modelling Framework
(KMF). The LARKS allows agents to advertise their capabilities for both
syntactic and semantic matching processes. LARKS-based agents are able to
use application domain knowledge in any advertisement and request [12].
Modelling of component-based systems is still regarded as a largely
unresolved problem in many object-oriented systems according to [13]. The
emergence of intelligent agents is helpful to solve the problems in objectoriented systems since agents can be specified on a conceptual level instead
of an implementation level. Moreover, agents have strong adaptability and
self-learning capability, which make the component integration process in
agent-based systems much efficient than in object-oriented systems. The
design principles for building component-based agents have been described
in [3], which provide several preliminary mechanisms to enhance the
reusability of agent design. The „agent specific task‟ component described in
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their study is similar to the DSC concept. However, it does not provide more
concrete mechanisms about the design procedures and the performance of
the design.
Previous research on developing an open and comprehensive agent
structure has addressed some fundamental issues including the reusability
issue for agent design [11, 14, 15]. The reusability issue for agent design is
also related to the other issues, such as agent matchmaking, service
advertisement, learning and adaptivity, etc. These issues help to draw the
basic guidelines for designing DSC-based agents.

3.

DSC Usage Centre Overview

DSC Usage Centre – A Slot Container

3.1.

Each agent has a DSC usage centre, which provides information resources
for agents. This component distinguishes the DSC-based agents from
existing middle agents or agent facilitators that mainly play as the role of an
agent coordinator. The DSC usage centre upgrades the agents‟ functionalities
through acquiring information from the external environment and sending the
acquired information in DSC formats back to the centre. The DSC usage
centre manages the unused and active DSC items for agents to update their
capabilities. Each DSC item is executable and has standardised and
predefined inputs and outputs.

DSC
Assembler

DSC item 1
DSC item 2
DSC item 3

DSC item 1
DSC item 2
DSC item 3

…….

DSC item i

……

DSC item i+1
DSC item i+2
DSC item i+3

DSC item i

……..

S1: Front-end Section

DSC item j
S2: Backup-end Section
Fig. 2. Slot design of a DSC usage centre

Each DSC usage centre in an agent is a slot container, which offers
numerous slots for containing the specialising domain components as shown
in Fig 2. Each specialising domain component possesses some special
capabilities. Each domain component can plug into a DSC slot to perform
specific tasks as an item, for example a domain-component can connect the
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agent knowledge base to a stock market database to acquire useful
knowledge for the agent.

3.2.

Inputs/Outputs of DSC Items

The inputs and outputs of a DSC item contain information as shown in Fig 3.
Input Section: [Input 1: String (Compulsory); Input 2:
Integer; Input 3: Float; Input 4: Float (Compulsory).]
Output Section: [Output 1: String; Output 2: Float.]

Fig. 3. Inputs and outputs in a DSC item

In the input section, the information includes the input content, data type,
and constraints. The input content indicates the value of the inputs such as a
string or a number. The data type indicates the input content‟s data type,
which include string, integer, float, double, etc. The constraint indicates
whether the input content can be null. If the constraint value is „compulsory‟
then the input content must not be null. Otherwise the input content can be
null. The output section consists of the output content and data type; they
basically have the same meaning as the input section.
A DSC assembler is employed in the DSC usage centre to evaluate the
suitability of a DSC item for an agent through comparing the inputs and
outputs from both sides. It also plays the role of extracting top-value of DSC
items from the backend section of the DSC usage centre. The comparison
between a DSC item and an agent‟s request is mainly based on the data
types and the number of inputs and outputs. For instance, an agent requests
a DSC item that can provide two main outputs including the total sales
amount and the average salary. Then a selected DSC item must provide
these two outputs. The following procedures show the comparison process:
Step 1: If the agent‟s request does not specify inputs then skip to the next
step, otherwise we compare the length of the inputs of the agent‟s request
and the DSC item. We eliminate all the non-compulsory inputs in both DSC
items and agent‟s requests. If the length of compulsory inputs (LC) of both
sides is equal then we continue the comparison process, otherwise the DSC
item is not appropriate for fulfilling the agent‟s request. The following
example illustrates the verification process.
Agent‟s request inputs: 1 0 0 0 1
DSC item inputs:
1 1 0 0 1
Agent‟s compulsory inputs: 1 1
DSC compulsory inputs:
1 1 1
„0‟ denotes that the input is non-compulsory;
„1‟ denotes that the input is compulsory.
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According to the above example, we have: LCa  2 and LCd  3 , where LCa
denotes the length of the compulsory inputs of the agent‟s request; LCd
denotes length of the compulsory inputs of the DSC items. Here, LCd > LCa.
Hence, the selected DSC item is not appropriate for the agent‟s request.
If LCd = LCa, then we compare the data types of the compulsory inputs
from both sides. If DIAi = DIDi then go to the next step, otherwise the selected
DSC item is not appropriate for the agent‟s request. DIAi denotes the input
data types of the agent‟s request; DIDi denotes the input data types of the
DSC items; i is from 1 to LCd, with the incremental change = 1.
Step 2: If the agent‟s request does not specify outputs then the verification
process is accomplished. Whether the DSC item is appropriate for the
agent‟s request is based on the semantic matching of the capabilities
descriptions between the two sides, and the comparison process performed in
the previous step. If the agent‟s request specified the output, then we
compare the length of the outputs of both sides. The outputs do not
distinguish the compulsory and non-compulsory values; therefore, it is not
necessary to perform the elimination procedure of non-compulsory values.
If LPa  LPd, then the DSC item is not appropriate for the agent‟s request.
If LPa = LPd, then we compare the data types of the outputs from both sides.
If DOAi = DODi then the DSC item can be selected as an item for the agent‟s
request, otherwise the selected DSC item is not appropriate for the agent‟s
request. LPa denotes the length of the outputs of the agent‟s request; LPd
denote the length of the outputs of the DSC item; DOAi denotes the output
data types of the agent‟s request; DODi denotes the output data types of the
DSC items; i starts from 1 to LCd, with the incremental change = 1.

3.3.

Functionality Redundancy Calculation

The DSC normally communicates with the environment through the agent-toagent (or central component-to-agent) interfaces; it also can establish
communication with the environment directly. A problem arises when some
plugged components are rarely used or never used. To solve this problem, a
component usage evaluation mechanism is used to examine the usage
efficiency of a plugged component. There are two major factors affecting a
DSC‟s usage efficiency, which include the usage frequency factor and
functionality similarity factor. The usage frequency indicates the total number
of visits to/from DSC items. The functionality similarity indicates the possible
redundancy of a plugged item‟s functionality with the other plugged items‟
functionalities. In this section, we introduce the mechanism for calculating
functionality redundancy for DSC items. The usage frequency calculation
process will be introduced in the next section.
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We deploy a three-type semantic relationship model, which is used in
WordNet [16], to describe the similarity relationships between two words. The
three types of relationships [17] are:
(i) Synonym: two words are synonymous.
(ii) IS-a: two words are in a superset and subset relationship.
(iii) Has-a: One word has ownership of another word. Also known as partwhole relationship between words.
If two words are synonym relationship then their similarity value is A1 ; if
two words are Is-a relationship then their similarity value is A2 ; if two words
are Has-a relationship then their similarity value is A3 ( A1  A2  A3 ).
Therefore, we have the following equation for similarity calculation:
n

F   Ai
i 1

(1)
where F denotes the DSC functionality redundancy value of a slot; Ai the
similarity value; n denotes the total slot number of a DSC; F can be further
expanded through decomposing the task description of a plugged item into
several key terms and comparing these key terms with other plugged items‟
key terms, see Fig 4.

K1

K2

K3

S1

K1

K2

S2

K3

K1

K3

S3

Fig. 4. Functionality similarity calculation based on Cartesian-Product method

In Fig 4, the functionality-similarity value of S1 and S2, namely Ai, is based
on the Cartesian-Product [18] method. In this method, Ai is calculated by
exhausting all combinations of choosing one key term from S1 and one key
term from S2. Aj represents the functionality-similarity value of S1 and S3.
Therefore, the overall functionality-similarity value of S1 is the composition of
Ai and Aj.
(2)
F
S ( Lm ( K i ), Ln ( K j )) ,

 

m ,nC1 i , jC 2
m n

where m and n denote the DSC slot number (e.g. S1, S2, S3 in Fig 4), m must
not equal to n because the key terms are only calculated with similarity to
other slots but not the same slot; i and j denote the key term number (e.g. K1,
K2, K3 in Fig 4); S(x, y) is a function to calculate functionality similarity
between x and y; Lx(Ky) denotes key term Ky in slot Lx; C1 denotes the total
slot number of the DSC; C2 denotes the set of decomposed key terms.
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If a plugged DSC item has high F value compared with other items, and
there is no slot for a new item then the high F item will be unplugged from the
DSC and sent to the central component (the DSC learning centre) for reuse
because this item is highly redundant in the DSC compare with other items. A
new DSC item will be selected and plugged to the vacant DSC slot. The new
DSC item will also be evaluated its similarity to other slots. If the new
average similarity value is smaller than the previous average similarity value
(before the previous DSC item is removed), then the new item will be
plugged in. Otherwise, another DSC item will be selected until it can
decrease the average similarity value. This design can enhance the
reusability and efficiency of an agent-based system, and it also reduces the
redundancy in the DSC.

4.

4.1.

Usage Frequency Calculation for Agent Capability
Reuse in DSC Usage Centre

Front/Back End Structure

The DSC usage centre consists two sections, which include the front-end
section and the back-end section. The front-end section extracts the DSC
items from the backend section, which are the most frequently used DSC
items. This two-section-based structure adopts the methodology of the CPU
cache design in operating systems, which stores copies of the data from the
most frequently used main memory locations. The reason for dividing the
DSC usage centre into two sections is that: the number of the DSC items in
the DSC usage centre could be large; however, there are only a number of
DSC items are used frequently within a certain period. Therefore, it can
improve the system efficiency through deploying a section with a relatively
smaller size, which contains the most frequent used items within a certain
period.
Fig 5 illustrates the structure the DSC usage centre. S1 denotes the frontend section; S2 denotes the item backend section; all the DSC items in S1
can be found in S2, which can be expressed as: S1  S2. The DSC items
stored in S1 are obtained from S2, which are the most frequently used items
in S2. The DSC assembler is responsible for searching a DSC item and
importing it to the requesting agent. The following calculation processes
illustrate how to extract the DSC items in S2 and store to S1.
Step 1: Calculating the recent visit factors in S2 within time period [ta, tb].
1, the DSC item is visited ,

V (ti )  
0, the DSC item is not visited .
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where ti is the time and V(ti) denotes whether a DSC item is visited at time ti; i
is a variable, which denotes different visiting time within a time period.
DSC item 1
DSC item 2
DSC item 3

DSC item 1
DSC item 2
DSC item 3

DSC
Assembler

…….

DSC item i
DSC item i+1
DSC item i+2
DSC item i+3

……

DSC item i

……..

S1: Front-end Section

DSC item j
S2: Back-end Section
Fig. 5. Two-section-based structure of the DSC usage centre

The total number of visits to a DSC item is calculated as:
b

n  V (t i ), and V(ti) = 1.

(3)

i a

where a, b denote the starting point and the ending point of the time period
respectively; n is the total number of visits to a DSC item within the time
period [ta, tb]; ta is the starting point; ti is the time point that the DSC item is
visited within the time period. If a DSC item is visited at time ti within [ta, tb],
th
then this DSC item is the i visit to the DSC item and 1  i  n . For instance:
there are a total of 100 visits within [ta, tb], i.e. n = 100. The DSC item is
visited at time t20 ( t a  t 20  tb ) and is the 20th visit to the DSC item, then ti =
t20. All ti and tb are the converted values, which are subtracted by ta and
convert into seconds or a user-defined time scale.
Therefore, a DSC item‟s recent visit factor can be calculated as the
following:



t t
Ei   V (t i )  b i  V (t i ) 
ti
i 1 

n



n

 tb

  t
i 1



i


 V (ti ) 



 tb

 
 t  V (ti ) 

i 1  i

n

logn (

logn (

tb
n )
ti

tb
n )
ti

(logn tb  logn ti 1)
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where Ei denotes the recent-visit-factor value of a DSC item at time ti , which
indicates a DSC item‟s usage within the period [ta, tb]; n is the total number of
visits to the DSC and 1  n , (Eq. 3, 4 only calculate the recent-visit- factor
value when there is visit to the DSC item, if n = 0 then Ei = 0.); the exponent
in Eq. 4, i.e. (log n tb  log n ti  1) , is to enlarge the recent-visit- factor
value. If ti is more recent then its Ei value is greater, meanwhile log function
is used to limit the exponent value. Eq 4 indicates that: when ti increases
(more recent) then Ei increases. In other words, if a visit to the DSC item is
more recent then its Ei is greater. The DSC-based system developers or
users can define the time period (i.e. [ta, tb]), which is configurable, to
initialise and update the DSC items in S1.
The DSC items in S2 are ranked according to Ei. The DSC items with
higher Ei scores are listed on the top of S2; S1 extracts a number of the DSC
items that are listed on the top of S2. The next step calculates the number of
the DSC items that S1 extracts from S2 (i.e. the size of S1).
Step 2: Calculating the size of S1.
The size of S1 is based on the usage frequency of the target system‟s DSC
item; it should also take the miss-rate into consideration. We use a dynamic
alteration method to determine S1‟s size. An empty S1 extracts the maximum
number of the DSC items with top Ei values from S2 within S1‟s predefined
size limit. After a period ([t0, ts]) of running (initial running period), some DSC
items in S1 will be replaced by the items in S2 and some will be removed from
S1 because of low-usage-efficiency (refer to B section). We first calculate the
total number of DSC items in S2 as its size, i.e. A2. The initial step of this
process is set a target miss-rate value and according to the miss-rate value
and A2 to calculate the preliminary size of A1.

Extracted
top value items

A1

DSC item 1
DSC item 2
DSC item 3

…….

DSC item 1
DSC item 2
DSC item 3

DSC item i+1

DSC item i

DSC item i+2
DSC item i+3

……

S1

Missed
items in S1

A1

DSC item i

A2 - A1

……..

DSC item j
S2

Fig. 6. Dynamic alteration process

Once Ei, A1, and A2 are calculated, the DSC usage centre starts to
dynamically alter S1‟s size according to the miss-rate of searching DSC items
in S1 within a user defined period, i.e. the alteration period. This is because
the Ei value of each DSC item is normally changing during the alteration
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period and the change affects the size of S1. Fig 6 illustrates the dynamic
alteration process.
In the dynamic alteration process, A1 is affected by Ei values and the missrate of searching DSC items in S1. The following equitation describes the
calculation process.
A1

E

x 1
A 2 A1

x

E
y 1



A1
1

( A2  A1) ms

y
A1



A1 

E
x 1

x

 ( A2  A1)  ms
A 2  A1

E
y 1

y

A1



A1 

ms   E x  A2
x 1

A 2  A1

E  E
y 1

.

A1

y

x 1

x

(5)

 ms

where ms denotes the miss-rate of searching DSC items in S1 within the
alteration period (this period can be various according to different system
applications), and it is always  1; Ex and Ey denote the Ei values of the DSC
items in A1 and (A2 - A1) sections, respectively.
This equitation indicates that: A1 should be approximately equal to (A2 - A1)
multiplied by the miss-rate, and the ratio of the total Ei values of all the DSC
items in A1 section to the total Ei values of all the DSC items in (A2 - A1)
section. In this equitation, A1 is alterable to satisfy the target ms value.
If initial A1 does not satisfy this equitation, then the DSC usage centre
needs to alter A1 size until it approximately equals the right side of Eq.5. The
system users can define the alteration period based on different application
requirements. For instance, the alteration period could be longer in some
applications because their DSC items require more processing time.
Moreover, the process is dynamic, which allows the DSC usage centre to
alter the S1 size regularly according to the computation results based on
Eq.5.
The above two steps explain the operating process of the DSC usage
centre. The system users can configure the DSC usage centre through
adjusting the processing time and the actual database size of the DSC usage
centre.
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4.2.

Reuse / Dismissal of DSC Items

The DSC items in the DSC usage centre that have low usage efficiency will
be sent to the DSC warehouse for reuse. A DSC item is regarded as low
usage efficiency when this DSC item is constantly on the bottom of S2 within
a period of time [ts, tre], which is called the critical period for removal and it
can be configured by system users.
The usage efficiency is calculated through combining the probability of the
visits to a specific item with the recent-visit-factor value Ei. We have
assumptions as follows:
There are a total of x DSC items in an agent.
All the DSC items in the agent have been visited the total of m times
within period [ta, tb].
There is no concurrent visit to the DSC items. In other words, only one
DSC item can be visited at the same time.
b
V (ti ), and V(t ) = 1. Based on
Value m is based on Eq. 3. Therefore, m  
i
i a
Eq. 4, the average value of all the DSC items‟ Ei values, i.e. AVG(E), within
[ta, tb] is:
AVG ( E ) 
(logn tb  logn ti 1)
 t

 b  V (t )


i 



t
i 1  i



m

(6)

m
The standard deviation [19] of all the DSC items‟ Ei value is:

SDV ( Ei ) 

(logn tb logn ti 1)



m  tb




V
(
t
)
1
i

  ti



m i1 

  AVG ( E ))



2

2 (log n t b  logn t i 1)


1  m  tb

  V (ti ) 


m  i 1  ti



(log n t b  logn t i 1)
m


t


  2 AVG ( E )  b  V (ti ) 


i 1  ti




 m( AVG ( E )) 2
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1 m  tb
  V (ti ) 

m i1  ti


2 (logn tb logn ti 1)

 ( AVG ( E )) 2

(7)

We consider removing the DSC item with an Ei value far below AVG(E).
Therefore, the lowest Ei value is:

Ek  MIN ( E1 , E2 ,....Em ),

where dataset (E1, E2,…Em) denotes all the DSC items‟ Ei values within the
period [ta, tb]; Ek denotes the lowest Ei value in the dataset. If we have:

Ek  AVG ( E )
SDV ( E )

3

(8)

We define this DSC item as low usage efficiency. This definition is based
on Chebyshev’s theorem [20]:
“If  and  are, respectively, the mean and the standard deviation of the
distribution of the random variable x, then for any positive constant k the
probability that x will take on a value which is at most   k or at least is
less than

  k or equal to 1/k2.”

This theorem is also expressed as: P( x    k )  1 k 2 . According to
Chebyshev’s theorem, at least 89% of the Ei values disperse within 3
standard deviations from the AVG(E) value. Therefore, any value, which is
greater than this range, is considered as an outlier that has low-usageefficiency.
If a DSC item in an agent‟s DSC usage centre is identified as a low-usageefficiency item, then it will be sent to the DSC warehouse. These low-usageefficiency DSC items can be discovered and re-deployed by other agents, or
can be updated by the DSC warehouse through information updating.
The DSC-based agents also use this evaluation methodology to identify
whether a DSC item is low-usage-efficiency. If a DSC item is identified as
low-usage- efficiency in an agent then it will be unplugged from the DSC
container and sent to the DSC usage centre. This reuse and dismissal
method is also used to remove the low-efficient items in the front-end section
of the DSC usage centre; it can reduce the section size and improve the
system efficiency.

5.

Experimental Results

Many existing agent-based systems have the difficulties in designing efficient
processes for agent capability matching and reuse. The DSC-based design
aims to provide efficient mechanisms for agent capability matching and
reuse. In order to evaluate the performance of the DSC-based mechanisms,
we conducted a set of experiments based on a real case scenario for solving
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the automated feature recognition problem in aerospace component design
process, as shown in Fig 7 [21].

Fig. 7 Typical CAD models of stiffener-panel design.

These experiments demonstrate how the agent-based technology, in
particular the DSC mechanism, can be used in the real world engineering
design processes.

Fig. 8. Entity relationship diagram based on common CAD models [21].
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In this case, agents extract key components from CAD models such as the
models listed below. There are a number of domain specific agents with
different capabilities including the Face agent, Panel agent, Stiffener agent,
Hole agent, etc. These agents are responsible for extracting their specified
components.
The experimental program matches the user requests against the
information from the CAD-based database. The functionalities of the
automated feature recognition system are transformed into DSC-based items,
i.e. agent capabilities. The experimental program consists two parts: the first
part evaluates the performance of the functionality redundancy calculation
mechanism; the second part evaluates the performance of the two-sectionbased structure.
The real case scenario is based on several CAD models for aerospace
component design. Domain agents using the DSC-based design can improve
the efficiency of finding appropriate agent capabilities for performing the
feature recognition process. An entity-relationship diagram based on common
CAD models is shown in Fig 8.
An example table describes the three-type relationship is deployed in the
functionality redundancy calculation process. The example relationships are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Similarity relationships used in the FRC experiment

Comparison words
Plane Face, Face
Cylindrical Face, Face
Face, Face Bound
Advance Face, Face
Face Bound, Edge Loop
Edge Loop, Edge
Line, Edge
Circle, Edge
B Spline curve, Edge
………
Panel, Panel Face

Similarity
relationships
IS-a
IS-a
Has-a
Synonym
Has-a
Has-a
IS-a
IS-a
IS-a
………
Has-a

In the first 16 sets of the Functionality Redundancy Calculation (FRC)
experiments, we evaluated the impact of request number on the success
rate. Among the 16 sets, 8 sets based on the FRC mechanism are called the
FRC sets; another 8 sets without using the FRC mechanism are called the
NFRC sets. In each experiment, a request is generated randomly based on a
knowledge base, which holds around 103 capability descriptions. The DSC
usage centre is also generated based on the knowledge base. The DSC slot
number is alterable; system users can increase and decrease the DSC slot
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number according to specific system requirements. In the first part of the
FRC experiment, the default DSC slot number in an agent is 3 and there are
5 agents to deal with a request corporately. As shown in Table 1, the
relationship table contains 39 three-type relationship descriptions.
The FRC-based sets produce the similarity score of each DSC item
compared with other agents‟ DSC items. If the DSC item has the highest
similarity score and is 1.5 times greater than average score of all the
participated agents, then this DSC item will be replaced by a new DSC item
from the DSC warehouse. The boundary value of trigger a DSC replacement
is 1.5 times, which is based on experimental experience and the relevance of
the requests.
The NFRC-based sets only match the requests with the DSC item
descriptions. The DSC items in NFRC sets will not be replaced or changed in
the experimental process. The following figures show the experimental
results.

Fig. 9. Success rate comparison based on FRC and NFRC (15 DSC items).

Fig. 10. Similarity score comparison based on FRC and NFRC (15 DSC items).

Fig 9 shows the impact of the FRC method on the success rate of
matching requests in comparison with the experimental sets without using
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FRC method (i.e. NFRC sets). Fig 10 presents the relationship between the
average similarity score and requests number based on FRC and NFRC. The
requests matching process in FRC is more efficient than NFRC since the all
FRC-based success rates based on different request number are greater than
the NFRC-based success rates. The improvement on success rates for a
single agent is not enormously large based on FRC. However, this
improvement ought to be enormous based on a large number of agents. We
also noticed that the success rate is improved significantly when total
requests number is 50. The reason for the increase at 50 point is still under
investigation. We presume the reason could be: 50 requests for 15 DSC
items is a balanced ratio for matching in a DSC usage centre.
Figure 10 shows the average similarity scores based on the NFRC sets is
clearly greater than the FRC sets. The average score for NFRC is 1.8 times
higher than FRC, which reflects the functionality redundancy in the NFRC
sets is much higher than the FRC sets. The functionality redundancy in the
DSC usage centre could cause the low efficiency in terms of capability
matching and memory consumption for a multi- agent system.
To further evaluate the performance of FRC, we altered the DSC item
number (i.e. the DSC slot number) in a DSC usage centre to observe its
impact on the success rates of request matching based on 200 requests and
remain the other parameters unchanged that are: 39 relationship descriptions
and 103 capability descriptions. The results are shown in Fig 11 and 12.

Fig. 11. Success rate comparison based on NFRC and FRC (200 requests)

Fig 11 indicates that the success rates are increasing in both FRC and
NFRC sets. Overall, the success rates in the FRC sets are still higher than
the NFRC sets. The disadvantage of the FRC method is that: the time
consumption of the FRC sets is higher than the NFRC sets as shown in
Figure 12. The time consumption in the FRC sets is caused by the processes
of calculating the similarity scores, selecting an appropriate DSC item from
the DSC warehouse, and replacing the low- efficiency DSC item.
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Fig. 12. Time consumption based on NFRC and FRC (200 requests)

In this experimental design, the requests are generated randomly; and this
makes the miss-match happens more often than real applications. In other
words, the frequency of requesting for a DSC item in a system has a routine
pattern in practical. For instance, a „connecting to the Internet‟ DSC item
might be used most frequently in many organisations, but the random request
generation process in this experimental design does not take this factor into
account. Therefore, the miss- match will be highly decreased in real cases.
In the second part of the experiments, we evaluate the performance based
on the two-section (TS) and Non-two- section (NTS) structures. The database
and parameters used in this part are identical to the FRC part.

Fig. 13. Success rate comparison based on TS and NTS sets (15 DSC items)

Figure 13 shows that the success rate of matching requests with DSC
items in the TS sets are much better than it is in the NTS sets. The average
success rate of the TS sets is 2.75 times higher than NTS sets. This result
provides a solid proof that TS based mechanism has superior performance
for improving matching success rates.
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Fig. 14. Time consumption based on TS and NTS sets (100 requests).

To evaluate the time consumption factor of the TS method, the
experimental program randomly generated 100 requests and modified the
DSC item number to observe the results. Figure 14 indicates that the time
consumption of matching requests with DSC items in the TS sets is steady.
However, the time consumption increases gradually in the NTS sets when the
DSC item number increases.
To further evaluate the results in Figure 14, we increased the requests
number to 200. The results shown in Figure 15 are very similar to Figure 14,
except that it takes more DSC items in this experiment to increase the time
consumption in the NTS sets. Nevertheless, the time consumption of the NTS
sets increased from 22 seconds to 34 seconds when DSC items number
increased from 5 to 90. However, the TS sets almost remained unchanged.

Fig. 15. Time consumption based on TS and NTS sets (200 requests).
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6.

Conclusion

The DSC-based agent design offers an efficient and cost-effective solution to
enhance agent capability reuse and integration. It can be further implemented
to various domain agents, such as Web wrapper agents [22], negotiation
agents [23], decision support agents [24, 25], etc.
The DSC design mechanism adopts several traditional methods including
the cache model, three-type relationship, Cartesian product, and
Chebyshev‟s theorem. These traditional methods are endowed a new
meaning when they are applied to the DSC design for agent-based systems.
In particular, the novel DSC slot design structure can significantly improve
the reusability of agent capabilities.
A DSC-based agent can update its capability through removing the dated
DSC items and inserting new DSC items from the DSC warehouse [26].
Instead of destroying retired or dated components in many traditional
systems, the DSC-based agent returns the retired or dated DSC items to the
DSC warehouse. These returned DSC items can be reused when they can
fulfil the users‟ requests.
The functionality redundancy calculation and two-section- based structure
deployed in the DSC-based design are able to improve the success rate of
matching DSC items with user requests. The experimental results show that
both FRC and TS methods can improve the success rate of request
matching. Particularly, the success rate is improved significantly in the TSbased experiments. The similarity scores in the FRC sets are much lower
than they are in the NFRC sets. This reflects that the DSC item redundancy is
reduced in the FRC-based experiments. The TS sets require less time
consumption than NTS sets for matching DSC items, on the contrary, the
FRC sets require more time than NFRC sets for matching.
In general, the experimental results based on the CAD models indicate that
the TS and FRC methods used in the DSC-based systems improve the
system performance in terms of matching requests and reusing DSC
components. Hence, the DSC-based agent design offers a reusable and
extensible solution, which demonstrates the superior system performance.
The current agent design pattern is based on the system prototype and
agent simulation processes. To further improve the DSC-based design, we
plan to develop a complete DSC-based multiagent system to solve some
complex problems based on industrial cases, such as the automated feature
recognition problem described in Section V. Thus, the DSC-based agent
design can be further evaluated and improved systematically.
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